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1 Introduction

The Nash program is an important research agenda initiated in Nash (1953).

It is intended to bridge the gap between the noncooperative and cooperative

counterparts of game theory. The program is thus turning sixty-seven years

old, but I will argue it is not ready for retirement yet. Judging by the

number of papers that it has produced recently, it is still full of energy. A

rough count of papers in the Nash program, cited here and published or

listed as working papers since my previous survey in 2005, is the following:

Year Number of papers

2006 3

2007 4

2008 6

2009 4

2010 6

2011 3

2012 7

2013 5

2014 5

2015 7

2016 2

2017 4

2018 3

2019 5

2020 5
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More importantly, exciting directions to be explored are waiting for good

papers to be written. Many results can be found in the several decades

of the program, and the reader is referred to Serrano (2005, 2008, 2014)

for complementary surveys and commentaries. This paper completes and

updates these previous pieces, and suggests several directions for future

research. To avoid repetitions, and given that I see this paper as a new

chapter in the saga of previous surveys I have written on the subject, I will

spare the reader of the section on preliminaries that introduces mathematical

notation. I refer the reader to those papers for it. Nonetheless, I have

attempted to make the material contained here sufficiently informative and

self-contained so that the reader can gain an appreciation of the recent

progress made in the program.

The plan of the paper is thus the following. Section 2 is devoted to

interpretations and new directions for the Nash program, while Section 3

consists of a list of recent contributions to it. Section 4 contains a few

suggestions for new research. As is always the case in surveys, the list of

papers mentioned here will be incomplete and I apologize in advance to the

authors of those worthy contributions that surely I will have missed.

2 Interpretations and New Directions

The initial interpretation of the Nash program, as formulated in Nash (1953),

was to describe the strategic rules of negotiation underlying an axiomatic

solution. According to this view, the primitive is a given axiomatic so-

lution and the goal is to enhance its understanding, by obtaining it as a

result of a completely different approach. This is indeed a valuable exer-

cise in its own right, and has led to the noncooperative implementation of
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the main cooperative solutions in different domains of coalitional games,

including the Nash bargaining solution, the Kalai-Smorodinsky bargaining

solution, the Shapley value, the nucleolus, the core, the bargaining set, or

the kernel. (It is remarkable that, after so many years, missing from this

list is the von Neumann-Morgenstern stable set, for which only an early pa-

per by Harsanyi (1974) suggested an approach, never explored in the Nash

program.) Each of these results has improved our understanding of these so-

lutions, which can now be seen in a different light, instead of being evaluated

on the basis of their definitions or the axioms that lead to them.

The noncooperative negotiation procedures so proposed usually depend

on the data of the coalitional game, i.e., typically on the characteristic func-

tion. These prevent them from being useful to a planner who lacks such

information. However, for many of them, those procedures can be adapted

to make them independent of such details. According to this view, the Nash

program is seen as a part of the theory of implementation or mechanism

design, thus enhancing the potential use for the program. One advantage

of the mechanisms in the Nash program, when compared to more abstract

mechanisms in the general theory of implementation, is their simplicity, a

good desideratum for the design of institutions. These ideas were developed

in several papers, following different ways to get into the “black box” of the

characteristic function, by endowing it with an outcome structure. These

included Serrano (1997a), Dagan and Serrano (1998), Bergin and Duggan

(1999), and Trockel (2002a, b).

In a broader interpretation, the Nash program should be viewed as a

framework to keep the dialogue between the two main branches of game

theory always open. Ultimately, as social scientists, what we should be aim-

ing for is to produce a useful set of tools in order to shed light on a host
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of different problems relevant to societies. This tool box by now contains a

number of useful approaches (axiomatic, strategic, evolutionary, experimen-

tal, computational), and an approach that emphasizes connections among

different areas can only enhance our understanding of the problems we study

and the solutions we propose. See Aumann (1987) for a similar perspective,

emphasizing the importance of uncovering relationships among seemingly

distant concepts in science.

Another related approach that blends noncooperative and cooperative

game-theoretic ideas is that of coalition formation; see Ray and Vohra (2015)

for an excellent survey. In this literature, the separating line between the

two counterparts of game theory becomes blurred, which is a good thing,

because it forces us to question some of the basic assumptions of the the-

ory. For example, coalitional equilibrium concepts can be defined in the

strategic-form or extensive-form of a game, or the assumption of binding

agreements, often associated with the cooperative approach, is also used in

noncooperative games. This is an active area of research that will continue

to produce interesting work, and I view this “blurring the border” logic very

much close to the foundational idea of the Nash program.

The experimental methods in economics and game theory have become

very popular in recent decades, and they constitute a nice complement to

empirical evidence from the field. In the end, testing different theoretical

results in the lab is desirable, in order to either validate or question theo-

retical progress. As in any healthy science, such dialogue between theorists

and empiricists should be encouraged. For instance, Nash et al. (2012)

presents an interesting application of the Nash program in the experimen-

tal laboratory, specifically, the treatment of the agency model that Nash

himself studied during the last years of his life. For another related contri-
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bution, Anbarci and Feltovich (2012) takes a variant of the Nash demand

game (Nash (1953)) to the lab. In social choice and legislative bargaining,

there is a vast experimental literature as well. For instance, there have also

been experimental tests of theoretical results in different bargaining models,

including the comparison of open and closed-amendment rules in Frechette

et al. (2003), or demand bargaining versus alternating offers in Frechette

et al. (2005), just to give two prominent examples. Given the large volume

of experimental research being produced today, I would expect to see much

interesting work emphasizing this connection in the next years. Generat-

ing empirical evidence in the field would be probably harder, as one would

have to check how closely the data available could be approximated by a

characteristic function, a task that seems quite challenging.

Mechanisms in the Nash program could be used as “launching plat-

forms” to extend the theory to larger domains. Indeed, in domains in which

the axiomatic approach has difficulties finding solutions, the analysis of the

strategic-form or extensive-form bargaining procedures of the Nash program

may be a way to make progress in finding predictions, which can then ori-

ent axiomatically-based researchers. For example, the extension of certain

solutions from the transferable-utility domain to the nontransferable-utility

domain may be sometimes challenging, because there are multiple ways to

propose such an extension, or because such an extension may not be clear.

For each of these two cases, respectively, Hart and Mas-Colell (1996) pro-

vides an answer based on the Nash program for the Shapley value, and

Serrano (1997b) for the kernel. In the analysis of games in partition func-

tion form, which model coalitional externalities, one could attempt to extend

the Shapley value. Maskin (2003) proposes a procedure based on the Nash

program that implements the Shapley value in 3-player characteristic func-
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tions, and uses the procedure to calculate its subgame-perfect equilibrium

(SPE) when the underlying environment is a partition function. Interesting

properties of the solution, such as efficiency or lack thereof, are uncovered

as a function of the presence of positive or negative externalities.

And as already mentioned, one additional nice feature of many mecha-

nisms in the Nash program is simplicity, which should always be a desider-

atum in terms of increasing their applicability in real-world situations. If,

instead of just stability or efficiency, one would consider other normative

goals as embodied in the different cooperative solutions, one could see ap-

plications of the Nash program procedures akin to market design, which we

could call bargaining design. Bargaining design, as a part of design eco-

nomics (Roth (2002)), could be an additional tool in the allocation of goods

and services. On the other hand, Salas-Fumás (2019) offers a criticism, since

in the author’s view, the Nash program does not pay enough attention to

issues of transaction costs in the implementation of solutions, suggesting

instead an alternative management/governance system to solve bargaining

problems.

3 Recent Contributions

The Nash program is alive and kicking. As a proof of its health, I list its

many recent contributions, organized by solution concepts to which they

apply or domains of problems where they have been obtained. Within each

subsection, the list is pretty much chronological. Of course, one could have

opted for different criteria to organize these papers. Indeed, (a) some results

are obtained as limits are taken (discount rate; deadlines) and some are ex-

act implementations; (b) some results are proved under the assumption of
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complete information, others are written for incomplete information envi-

ronments; (c) some assume that the number of players is fixed, and others

take as parameters the number of players on each side of the bargaining

table; (d) some assume a continuum of alternatives and others a finite set of

alternatives; and so on. Clearly, opting for one of these criteria would lead

to a different organization of the material, but in the end, the reader should

be driven to consult the original papers, which is the whole point of a good

survey.

3.1 The Nash Solution

The Nash solution is remarkably the one that continues to produce most

of the new results in the Nash program. For an assessment of the lessons

learned from mechanisms leading to the Nash solution, versus other bar-

gaining solutions, the reader is referred to Serrano (2005). We proceed to

list the additions to this body of work.

In Güth et al. (2004), an option of waiting is added to the noisy Nash

demand game; in equilibrium, there is always commitment not to wait and

conditions are found under which the equilibrium converges to the Nash so-

lution. Trockel (2005) presents a market-based noncooperative foundation of

the Nash solution, emphasizing the fairness property of the Nash product. In

Gómez (2006), a distortion game is proposed where players report their util-

ity functions to an arbitrator, equilibrium outcomes coincide with the entire

Pareto frontier, but where adding uncertainty to the game, an approximate

implementation of the Nash solution obtains. Although previous results

had shown that the Nash solution does not satisfy Maskin monotonicity, by

defining a correspondence based on the solution instead of its realizations,
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Haake and Trockel (2010) restore Maskin monotonicity, hence allowing the

Nash implementation of the social choice correspondence that encompasses

the Nash solution (they show a strenghthening of monotonicity, which is

also sufficient for Nash implementability). Okada (2010) allows for players

to form coalitions and defines what he calls the Nash core (payoffs to which

no coalition can improve upon, anticipating the Nash solution payoffs for the

complement coalition). He shows that the Nash solution arises in equilibrium

if and only if it belongs to the Nash core, a result one should expect given

the consistency of the Nash solution (see, e.g., Krishna and Serrano (1996)).

In Matveenko (2011), a bargaining game inspired by Shapley’s λ-transfer

method, brings ideas of utilitarianism and egalitarianism of an arbitrator to

get to the Nash bargaining solution. Van Essen (2014) proposes a model

where parties make errors in formulating their demands; in the unique Nash

equilibrium with trade, payoffs converge to the Nash solution as errors be-

come negligible. And to close for now the list of papers that connect with

Nash’s symmetric solution, Duman and Trockel (2016) offers a variant of

Rubinstein’s alternating-offers procedure to obtain an exact support of the

Nash solution in SPE, although its interpretation as a sound implementation

exercise applies only to very restricted classes of preferences.

Britz et al. (2010) studies a multilateral bargaining game with a general

protocol to appoint proposers and obtains the weighted (or asymmetric)

Nash solution as the limit of stationary SPE outcomes when the probability

of breakdown goes to zero. Anbarci and Sun (2013) obtains the class of

asymmetric Nash solutions in sequential versions of the Nash demand game.

A learning approach is followed by In (2014), which demonstrates that the

fictitious-play process almost always converges in the Nash demand game,

although no condition is found for its convergence to the equilibrium that
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selects the Nash solution. Britz et al. (2014) and Kawamori (2014) provide

approximate implementations of the weighted Nash solution in stationary

SPE of a multilateral bargaining game where the probability of being the

next proposer is a function of who rejects the previous proposal. In Xie

(2015), a search-based market model is studied, which yields in equilibrium

a generalized Nash solution, where the weights depend on the number of

market participants on each side. Harstad (2018) proposes a pledge-and-

review bargaining game (each party quantifies its own contribution —to a

public good, for example—, before the set of pledges must be accepted). The

procedure yields asymmetric Nash solutions, and the author illustrates its

use in the comparison between the climate agreements of Kyoto in 1997 and

Paris in 2015. Hu and Rocheteau (2020) propose a unified approach to the

Nash solution and Kalai’s proportional solution in a negotiation game with

limited liability, as a function of the rounds of negotiations being few or

many, respectively.

3.2 Other Solutions to Pure Bargaining Problems

Haake (2009) provides two support results of the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution

in the context of a market for object division. In the former, strategic-form

games are derived with a unique Nash equilibrium; in the latter, moves are

sequential in the extensive form, and all subgame perfect equilibria yield

the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution. Fiaccadori (2008) uses the alternating-

offers procedure to make the point that, when the disagreement costs are

high, one obtains the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution, while if they are small,

the equilibrium yields the Nash solution; this is again in the spirit of “ac-

tion at a distance” or lack thereof, in the words of Nash (1953); see again
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Serrano (2005) for a discussion. Anbarci and Boyd (2011) offers a variant of

the Nash demand game, specifying exogenous breakdown probabilities, that

yields the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution. Based on a symmetric arbitration

scheme, Rong (2012) offers two implementations of the Kalai-Smorodinsky

solution as discounting is removed. In the first, a simultaneous-offer game is

proposed and in the second, the focus is an alternating-offers game. In both,

the symmetric arbitration solution is used to decide the outcome whenever

players disagree. Spinnewijn and Spinnewyn (2015) allows for claims at the

bargaining table to be revised, and obtains the Nash (or Kalai-Smorodinsky)

solution when no (or all) revisions are allowed, respectively.

The sequential Raiffa solution has also received some attention. Trockel

(2011) provides its exact noncooperative support: the game has an infinity

of weakly subgame perfect equilibria whose payoff vectors coincide with that

of the sequential Raiffa solution. Driesen et al. (2017) studies a continuous-

time version of Stahl’s alternating-offers game with a deadline, and shows

that as the deadline goes to infinity, the SPE payoff converges to the con-

tinuous Raiffa solution.

A variety of results have led to a number of different bargaining solu-

tions. With a finite set of alternatives, Anbarci (2006) studies the “alter-

nate strike” and the “voting by alternating offers and vetoes” procedures,

and shows that their SPE outcomes converge to the equal-area bargaining

solution as the number of uniformly-distributed alternatives goes to infin-

ity. Dasgupta and Maskin (2007) explores the implications of destructive

power in bargaining, replaces Nash’s independence of irrelevant alternatives

(IIA) and Kalai-Smorodinsky’s monotonicity with a new deletion axiom,

and obtains a solution very different from Nash’s, both axiomatically and

strategically. Forgó and Fülöp (2008) studies variants of well-known proce-
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dures, such as the Nash demand game or the Rubinstein alternating-offers

game, to implement the L-Nash solution, which is the limit of the Nash so-

lution as the disagreement payoffs go to negative infinity in a given direction

(one could generate any point on the Pareto frontier for arbitrary directions,

which, in the alternating-offers procedure, requires to adjust the relative dis-

counting of the players appropriately). Herings and Predtetchinski (2010)

presents a bargaining model over points in the unit interval and shows an

intriguing result, since the equilibrium outcomes do not converge to any

known bargaining solution. Vo and Li (2012) frames bargaining as a prob-

lem in propositional logic where bargainers have ordinal preferences, and

proposes axiomatic and strategic foundations of a solution based on mini-

mal concession of argumentation-based negotiations (proposals incorporate

logical arguments to back them). In a world in which multiple tasks are to

be performed in alternative facilities, an instance of a multi-issue bargaining

problem, Gu et al. (2013) proposes a mechanism that yields a solution with

a different efficiency-fairness tradeoff than Nash’s (a different point in the

Pareto frontier). Ju (2013) studies a bid-offer-counteroffer procedure in a

stark context consisting of only two alternatives and finds a unique SPE with

an outcome that combines the utilitarian and egalitarian solutions. Abreu

and Pearce (2015) studies the two-stage game proposed in Nash (1953) and

formalizes an equilibrium selection, providing a more complete analysis of

the “bargaining with variable threats” problems; the analysis is extended

to repeated and stochastic games with contracts. Vidal-Puga (2015) offers

a noncooperative approach to the Shapley-Shubik ordinal solution in three-

player problems. Yeung (2017) proposes a cooperative optimization solution

—a general social welfare function in the bargaining problem—, which differs

from other known bargaining solutions, and obtains it as the equilibrium
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outcome of his procedure. In the tradition of evolutionary game theory,

Hwang et al. (2018) studies learning processes based on the logit rule —

a perturbed best-reply dynamics rule— played in coordination games. The

paper obtains the egalitarian bargaining solution as the long-run norm if

there are intentional biases (where a deviation to a different strategy de-

pends on the last payoff received); this result is to be contrasted with Young

(1993), which obtains the Nash solution when deviations do not exhibit

such a dependence. Qin et al. (2019) implements selections of the Nash set

(multi-valued Nash solutions) in the absence of convexity of the feasible set

of utilities. Mizukami and Wakayama (2020) investigates implementation in

dominant strategies, and finds a negative result: along with welfareism, it

is equivalent to the class of dictatorial solutions.

3.3 Games in Characteristic-Function Form

We begin here with papers that contribute to the Shapley value. Kamijo

(2008) obtains the Shapley value, the Owen value, and their weighted ver-

sions, in a noncooperative game within a framework of hierarchical and

horizontal coalition structures. Ju and Wettstein (2009) discusses a unify-

ing bidding approach where players bid to become the proposer and offers

implementation results of the Shapley, consensus, and equal-surplus values.

Ju (2012) builds on the procedure in Pérez-Castrillo and Wettstein (2001)

in three ways, with different protocols of rejection and renegotiation, all of

them leading to the Shapley value in SPE. Chessa (2019) implements the

Shapley value in expectation using a Groves mechanism that takes care of

incentive compatibility.

Nash (2008, 2009) studies a game using the agency method, by which a
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partially accepted proposal means that the proposer becomes the agent of

the accepting party in further negotiations; see Krishna and Serrano (1996,

Section 8) for a related discussion. Miyakawa (2008), following the same

steps as in Hart and Mas-Colell (1996), studies a variant of their procedure

to obtain the equal-split solution. In Serrano and Shimomura’s (2006) last

section, a result of implementation of the average prekernel is reported, in

which each player is asked to evaluate a payoff, in ignorance of which player

will be bargaining with her if she rejects it; hence, equilibrium payoffs are

“acceptable in average.” Chang and Hu (2017) provides an implementation

of the kernel in SPE of a game with bilateral encounters of players where the

Davis-Maschler reduced game determines the outside options, much like Ser-

rano (1997b). Burguet and Caminal (2020) offers a closely related idea, by

proposing a new solution concept that they call SCOOP (solution with con-

sistent outside options), in which the Nash solution obtains for each subset

of players in a problem where the random disagreement payoffs are required

to be the players’ outside options in different coalitions. The solution may

be probabilistic for some games, and it is built on such endogenous dis-

agreement payoffs, which must be consistently constructed across different

coalitions. The paper proposes a coalitional bargaining protocol , where the

SCOOP is approximately obtained in stationary equilibria as discounting is

removed.

And we close this subsection with core-based ideas. The coalitional Nash

bargaining solution, defined as the point in the core that maximizes the play-

ers’ payoff product, is found in Compte and Jehiel (2010) as the limit of the

efficient stationary equilibrium payoff (when it exists) of their coalitional

bargaining game with discounting. Nieva (2015) provides a version of the

same result, but where the stage game consists of simultaneous demands.
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Rogna (2017) proposes a related game of “burning coalitions” in which coali-

tions dissolve after partial disagreements, leading to points centrally located

in the core (he calls this solution the mid-central core). Chander and Wood-

ers (2020) investigates connections between perfect equilibria of extensive-

form games and the core through the notion of the gamma-core.

3.4 Incomplete-Information Environments

An important class of problems that is likely to receive much attention in the

near future is that of environments with incomplete information. For this

class, Forges and Serrano (2013) includes a treatment of different approaches

related to the Nash program, as well as cooperation issues in noncooperative

Bayesian games; see also a previous survey by Forges et al. (2002).

Kalai and Kalai (2013) studies general issues of cooperation and com-

petition in two-player strategic-form games and extends the analysis to a

class of problems with incomplete information. Miyakawa (2012) proposes

an extension of the Nash solution to incomplete information as the limit

of stationary perfect Bayesian equilibria (PBE) of his procedure, although

he finds difficulties for such a convergence. In his equilibrium, all types

of proposers are required to offer the ex-post efficient, incentive compati-

ble, budget-balanced proposal extracting all surplus from the responder. In

de Clippel et al. (2019), a different procedure based on contingent contracts

is proposed for bargaining problems with incomplete information. Types are

verifiable so that incentive compatibility issues do not arise. In the proce-

dure, as bargaining frictions vanish, all limits of interim-efficient weak PBE

with the “no signaling what you don’t know” property yield the Myerson

solution (such limits yield the Nash solution under complete information).
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And, to propose extensions of the core to exchange economies at the

interim stage, Serrano and Vohra (2007), following an approach rooted in

mechanism design, defines equilibrium rejections of status-quo allocations

in communication games played by sets of asymmetrically informed players,

which leads to the core with respect to equilibrium blocking. In contrast,

de Clippel (2007) arrives at a different core (the type-agent core) based on

a competitive screening model à la Rotschild-Stiglitz.

3.5 Other Domains

In the context of minimum cost spanning trees, Bergantiños and Vidal-Puga

(2010) proposes a bargaining game that implements a solution previously

proposed by the same authors. Also in cost sharing problems, Hu et al.

(2018) offers an axiomatization and implementation of the nucleolus, in-

spired by the consistency principle. Tsay and Yeh (2019) proposes a class of

strategic games where even bilateral renegotiations take place noncoopera-

tively, in order to shed light on the differences among four of the most central

rules in bankruptcy problems (the constrained equal-awards, the constrained

equal-losses, the proportional, and the Talmud rules). Moreno-Ternero et

al. (2020) builds on a previous axiomatization of the Talmud rule to suggest

a new procedure implementing it.

To close this brief review, I mention games in partition-function form,

which have received some attention recently. Adapting the bidding approach

in Pérez-Castrillo and Wettstein (2001) by adding a stage in which coalitions

can form, Macho-Stadler et al. (2006) proposes two mechanisms, one for pos-

itive and the other one for negative externalities, and implements two exten-

sions of the Shapley value suggested by their average approach. McQuillin
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(2009) and McQuillin and Sugden (2016) suggest bargaining games, variants

of Gul (1989), that lead to an extension of the Shapley value, proposed in

McQuillin (2009), if there are negative externalities. Finally, Maskin (2003),

Grabisch and Funaki (2012), and Borm et al. (2015) consider different se-

quential bargaining procedures determining both coalition formation and

payoff distribution in these domains.

4 Concluding Remarks

This brief survey has been written to demonstrate that the Nash program

is not ready for retirement. Many papers continue to be produced in it.

To increase the significance of the program, though, I offer a number of

questions that perhaps could be explored in the coming years. I emphasize

this list is far from being exhaustive, and it should be taken only as an

expression of some of my personal preferences.

• (i) As pointed out above, among all the leading game-theoretic solution

concepts, the von Neumann-Morgenstern stable set remains virtually

unexplored in the Nash program. It would be important to investigate

its noncooperative implementation.

• (ii) Could mechanisms in the Nash program serve to extend more

solutions of games with transferrable utility to the nontransferrable-

utility domain? For example, could such an extension be formulated

for the nucleolus?

• (iii) Cooperative games with incomplete information is a fundamental

area that even today remains under-studied. In this area, starting

with an analysis well rooted in individual decision-making, such as
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the noncooperative way of thinking in game theory, is sound advice.

Therefore, what plausible extensions of classic solution concepts can be

suggested under incomplete information? Could they be the result of

applying existing mechanisms in the Nash program to these enlarged

domains?

• (iv) Exactly the same question can be formulated for the class of games

in partition-function form. Could existing mechanisms in the Nash

program be helpful in suggesting new solutions to coalitional problems

with externalities?

• (v) How do different mechanisms in the Nash program perform in the

lab? How do they perform in the field?

• (vi) And finally, could the simplicity and appeal of many mechanisms

in the Nash program be effective arguments to convince real bargainers

to adopt them in environmental, international trade, or war-and-peace

negotiations? Just like different auction protocols were tried out in the

allocation of spectrum rights several years ago, one could for instance

suggest to each of the European Union countries to prepare a proposal

of multilateral funding, because the actual proposer will be decided at

random, forcing them to think about the incentives of making the

“correct” proposal to others in order to induce acceptance (it is much

harder to succeed convincing those countries to show up and play inte-

ger games, as in the abstract mechanisms of implementation theory).

If real bargainers were not convinced, because they feel strongly about

the virtues of the procedure they have been using, could one define a

metric from the real-world negotiation procedure they want to use to
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the “closest” mechanisms in the Nash program, in order to facilitate

our likely predictions? These seem relevant questions in what I called

above bargaining design.
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